Interictal electroencephalography (EEG) has clinically meaningful limitations in its sensitivity and specificity in the diagnosis of epilepsy because of its dependence on the occurrence of epileptiform discharges. We have developed a computer-aided diagnostic (CAD) tool that operates on the absolute spectral energy of the routine EEG and has both substantially higher sensitivity and negative predictive value than the identification of interictal epileptiform discharges. Our approach used a multilayer perceptron to classify 156 patients admitted for video-EEG monitoring. The patient population was diagnostically diverse; 87 were diagnosed with either generalized or focal seizures. The remainder of the patients were diagnosed with nonepileptic seizures. The sensitivity was 92% (95% confidence interval [CI] 85-97%) and the negative predictive value was 82% (95% CI 67-92%). We discuss how these findings suggest that this CAD can be used to supplement event-based analysis by trained epileptologists.
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Epilepsy is common and has a major impact on the global burden of disease. Although epilepsy is defined as an enduring predisposition for seizures, its diagnostic assessment relies on the clinical and/or electrographic description of transient events. Consequentially, the sensitivity of a single outpatient interictal electroencephalography (EEG) study is only 50% (Gilbert et al., 2003; Brigo, 2011) . If physicians do not observe the hallmark electrical features of interictal epileptiform discharges (IEDs), the assessment is inconclusive. This might help to explain why the average time to the diagnosis of nonepileptic seizures (NES) is 7.2 years (Bodde et al., 2009) . Automated seizure detection algorithms currently help physicians identify these transient events (Saab & Gotman, 2005) , but they do not detect the stable pathology underlying each patient's chronic disease. A better understanding of the chronic state of epilepsy has great potential to impact patient care; automated computer methods have the potential to identify this stable abnormality and thereby to increase diagnostic accuracy, thereby saving clinicians' valuable time and improving patients' quality of care.
Seizure detection and prediction tools in epilepsy have been proposed frequently, yet efficient and effective computer-aided diagnostic (CAD) tools have not yet been established. Only three publications address the question of epilepsy diagnosis using interictal scalp EEG alone (Bao et al., 2009 Sezer et al., 2010) . All three publications report accuracies in excess of 90%. Other publications using the Freiburg dataset compare scalp EEG from normal controls to interictal intracranial EEG from patients with epilepsy, which may limit clinical applicability (Tzallas et al., 2009 ). Based on their success in the seizure and prediction literature, these tools used largely wavelet-based analysis and time frequency decompositions of short time windows of the signal (Saab & Gotman, 2005; Ayala et al., 2011; Jacobs et al., 2011) . However, longer time windows can capture the stable changes in baseline dynamics that may be attributable to epilepsy. The previous literature often compares the EEG studies of patients with epilepsy to the EEG studies from a healthy control population, a question that does not reflect the actual clinical situation. We consider comparing epilepsy to NES to mimic the clinical scenario of a patient that needs to be assessed after experiencing a potential seizure event. As we show below, 30% of patients admitted for video-EEG monitoring have NES, including some who previously were diagnosed with intractable epilepsy. To develop tools with direct clinical application, the diagnosis of each patient in the validation set must be certain; therefore, a careful discussion of the diagnostic assessment of each patient is critical. Similarly, epilepsy is a heterogeneous syndrome. In general, the CAD literature either studies temporal lobe epilepsy or does not specify diagnostic subclass.
In this report, we outline the success of a novel CAD tool applied to a larger population of patients who have either focal or generalized epilepsy. By comparing patients with either focal or generalized epilepsy to patients with NES, and by also inspecting time-frequency features of longer time windows of the EEG signal, we harness the stable interictal changes in the EEG that can be used to diagnose epilepsy. Furthermore, we provide a detailed discussion of how such a tool can be used to supplement, not replace, manual analysis.
Patients and Methods
We studied the diagnostic test results from 514 patients admitted between 2008 and 2011 to the UCLA Seizure Disorder Center Video-EEG monitoring unit. A subset of 156 patients was identified for further study because their diagnoses were definitive and they had not experienced previous penetrating head trauma. Within this subset, 87 were diagnosed with epilepsy and 69 were diagnosed with NES (see full breakdown in Supporting Information). Patients with NES, and those with epilepsy underwent an identical evaluation. All methods were approved by the UCLA Institutional Review Board and complied with the Helsinki Declaration.
All scalp EEG recordings were collected in accordance with standardized clinical procedures, with a 200-Hz sampling rate, using 26 electrodes placed according to the International 10-20 system. During acquisition, an analog 0.5-Hz high-pass filter was applied to all recordings. Reviewed data consisted of between 1.5 and 25 h (mean 9 h, standard deviation [SD] 4.5 h) of archived EEG from either the first or second night of video-EEG monitoring. To assess the diagnostic yield of long-term monitoring, we also inspected the records of all 514 reviewed patients admitted to UCLA for video-EEG monitoring.
The mean, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum absolute spectral energy for nonoverlapping 1 s, 5 s, 60 s, and 30 min windows of EEG recordings from all electrodes relative to reference electrode 1, located between Fz and Cz, were calculated using the fast Fourier transform in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, U.S.A.). The absolute value of spectral energy from 1 to 100 Hz was averaged over 1-Hz spectral bands. Short window lengths measure phenomena analogous to event-related spectral perturbations (ERSPs), whereas longer windows capture baseline activity and connectivity. Each input feature corresponds to a separate electrode location, frequency band, statistical parameter, and window length. The spectral energy from 58 to 62 Hz was excluded from all analysis to avoid analog current (AC) line noise contamination. No other artifacts were removed. Ictal activity and muscle artifact were included in analysis.
Using a cyclical leave-one-out cross-validation technique, a subset of the power spectrum was identified as potentially diagnostic by a highly efficient minimum redundancy, maximum relevancy (mRMR) feature selection algorithm Peng et al., 2005) . This subset was then used as input for the Multilayer Perceptron neural network algorithm as implemented in Weka (Bouckaert et al., 2010) . For algorithmic details please refer to the Supporting Information and Kerr et al. (2012) .
Results
The Multilayer Perceptron performance was comparable to manual event-based EEG analysis. Both manual and automated analyses were substantially and significantly better than a chance classifier based on clinical trial statistics (Fig. 1A) . All intervals reflect 95% confidence intervals and all p-values reflect comparisons to a naive classifier. The diagnostic accuracy of the CAD tool was 71% (64-76%, p < 10 )4 ), significantly higher than chance: 56%. The risk ratio (the probability that a positive finding occurred in a patient with epilepsy compared to a patient with NES) was A B Figure 1 . (A) directly compares the summary statistics of our computeraided diagnostic (CAD) tool to the same statistics regarding conventional analysis of EEG. (B) assesses the likelihood ratios that can be achieved when our CAD is combined with conventional analysis. Error bars denote 95% CIs and are calculated without normal assumptions. Dashed lines indicate chance or 95% CIs of chance. All effects are significantly different from chance (p < 0.001) except when CAD is positive and manual analysis is negative. No comparative effects are significantly different. Epilepsia ILAE e190 W. T. , p < 10 )6 ). The odds ratio was 9.32 (3.51-25.73, p < 10 )5 ). In the study population, the results of a single outpatient non-video-EEG are not significantly different, and have a risk ratio, odds ratio, and accuracy of 2.52 (2.05-2.64, p < 10 )10 ), 99 (8.90-1100, p < 10 )3 ), and 72% (66-73%, p < 10 )4 ), respectively (Gilbert et al., 2003; Brigo, 2011) .
In contrast with manual analysis (M), the performance of our CAD was driven by exceptionally high sensitivity (85-97%, p < 10 )82 ) in comparison to only modest specificity (37-51%, p > 0.20). Consequentially, the negative predictive value (67-92%, p < 10 )24 ) is high compared to the positive predictive value (62-71%, p < 10 )5 ). There was no significant difference in performance for focal and generalized epilepsies (see Supporting Information).
These results can be expressed in combination with the results of outpatient non-video-EEGs as likelihood ratios, assuming the two tests are independent (Fig. 1B) based on the formula:
Pð þCAD jEpÞ Pð þCAD jNESÞ :
We assume that 99% of neurologically normal patients have negative EEG studies and that 50% and 90% of patients with epilepsy have abnormal outpatient EEGs after 1 and 4+ recordings, respectively (Gilbert et al., 2003; Brigo, 2011) . To illustrate the clinical problem further, we addressed the diagnostic yield of long-term video-EEG monitoring specifically. As summarized in Fig. 2, 9% of the 514 patients in our sample had inconclusive results upon the completion of monitoring (6-12%). Six percent of patients admitted for presurgical assessment or intractable epilepsy were diagnosed with NES (2-10%).
Discussion
Inconclusive EEG results are a significant challenge to the effective treatment of epilepsy. For patients diagnosed with epilepsy, our finding that 6% of patients are later found to have NES is concerning. Furthermore, the most reliable diagnostic test, conventional long-term video-EEG monitoring, is inconclusive for roughly 9% of epilepsy patients due to lack of relevant electrophysiologic events. To reduce this rate, admission duration must increase. Our technology, however, avoids this problem altogether by focusing on baseline diagnostic features. Successful validation and then implementation of our CAD tool could therefore provide additional information to clinicians that could, in time, substantially reduce both of these values. Validation would require a prospective assessment of patients who are later admitted for video-EEG monitoring or retrospective analysis of records from other institution(s).
We hypothesize that our results capitalize both on low frequency trends used by previous literature and, potentially, also on high frequency oscillations up to 100 Hz. Most ictal activity is within the 3-25 Hz range (Saab & Gotman, 2005) . Seizure detection algorithms have achieved impressive results operating on frequency bands <40 Hz using more complex machine learning methods (Tzallas et al., 2009 ). However, recent evidence in intracranial EEG suggests that patients with epilepsy have increased high frequency oscillations in the 40+ Hz range (Ayala et al., 2011; Jacobs et al., 2011) . Due to the nature of our algorithm, the contribution of each window length, spectral band, and electrode location is unclear.
Our entirely automated tool diagnosed patients with performance similar to that of epileptologists manually reading outpatient EEGs. Our performance was quantitatively less than that of previous methods. However, ours was designed and tested in the real-world context of an inpatient unit, with its heterogeneous mixture of medications, ages, and patient histories. The statistics reveal that our approach has a high negative predictive value, whereas manual analysis has, instead, a high positive predictive value. These improvements are based on information not observable without CAD and are independent of rate expertise, suggesting that our methods can be used in combination with manual analysis to improve the diagnostic yield of EEG. This synergistic combination could more efficiently and quickly identify those patients who may require further diagnostic or presurgical assessment. Given the broad and growing evidence that early epilepsy surgery-when supported by accurate diagnostics-may be more effective than treatment with antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) alone (Engel et al., 2012) , we believe that this application offers the potential to meaningfully affect the care of patients with epilepsy. 
